
Selling your cycle highway 
to local decision makers 



Selling innovation

• Entrepreneur has formidable task 
of bringing together two very 
different universes: invention and 
market



Selling policy innovation

• You have to become a ‘policy 
entrepreneur’ 

• Your task is no less formidable: 
bringing together solution, 
problem(s) and political support



The multiple 
streams 

model

problems

proposals

politics



Successful strategies

Studies of successful policy advocacy suggest the following 
strategies:

• Timing: anticipating and exploiting ‘policy windows’

• Developing and testing ideas

• Building teams and coalitions

• Framing solutions and problems

• Recognizing and exploiting different venues
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Role-playing game: setting



A direct cycle highway of 12 km 
going through a quiet village

A less direct, quiet and attractive 
cycle highway of 14 km

The setting



The alderman

• Has been recently elected.

• Not against cycling but a big fan of motorvehicles.

• His main priority is the maintenance of the City’s car 
network.

• He prefers constructing a cycle highway in an area 
where there will be no negative impact on the car 
infrastructure network.

• Fears that construction of the cycle highway around 
the forest will increase congestion on the motorway 
because of crossings that will have to be installed.



The local 
community group

• They find it very important to live in a quiet 
neighbourhood.

• They will not be able to benefit from the cycle 
highway through the forest because it does not 
connect with their small village.

• The cycle highway around the forest will connect their 
village with the two neighbouring small towns.



The local environmental 
group

• Is against a cycle highway through the forest so they 
can preserve the trees.

• The natural landscape through which the cycle 
highway will have to be constructed is a green 
landmark in the region. The forest is known for its 
precious ecosystem of oak trees and nesting birds. It 
also houses a rare and protected owl species.

• In the case of the cycle highway around the forest the 
constructors will encounter a rare grass snake that 
will have to be moved.



Cyclists Federation

• They want to see better cycling infrastructure between 
both cities as soon as possible. 

• They like the idea of a cycle highway through the forest.

• The construction of a direct and fast cycle highway in a 
very quiet and attractive landscape appeals very much to 
the cyclists union. 

• Some members of the cyclists union that live in the small 
village near the forest are currently working in one of the 
two middle sized cities. At the moment they do not have a 
safe cycle route that connects the small village with the 
two middle sized cities.



City Cycling Engineer

• Likes the cycle highway concept. 

• Is keen to follow the cycle highway assessment 
criteria to create a Level 4 Cycle Highway.

• Is aware of the biased feeling towards cycling from 
his Alderman.

• Considers infrastructure to be more important than its 
users’ demands



The Feasibility Study
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The Feasibility Study

• A feasibility study has been carried out as a 

collaboration between both municipalities.

• The results show that a lot of commuters will chose to

use the route, reducing car traffic on the main roads

by 5%.

• However, there is a real risk of bicycle traffic jams in 

the near future that will have to be dealt with.



The Feasibility Study



The cost-benefit analysis
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The cost-benefit analysis

• A cost-benefit analysis of the route indicates that the
cost sof the more direct route will be three times as 
much compared to the less direct route.

• This results in strong pressure to chose the cheapest 
alternative: the route through the forest area.

• An alternative is to lower the standards (below a level 
4 cycle highway) on a significant part of the route. In 
this case the estimated costs will only be double the
amount.



The cost-benefit analysis



The media



Media coverage

• Several critical articles appear in national
newspapers about cycle highways. 

• One article claims that the majority of users are 
middle aged men in lycra on race bikes that are 
speeding on the cycle highway. There is also a fear 
that mopeds and scooters will start using the cycle 
highway.

• Another purports that by building cycle highways you
transform cyclists into car users, while for cycling
policy to be scaled up you need to take measures
that hurt car users..



Building teams and coalitions

• Engage in strategic alliances with (powerful) 
stakeholders that share an interest in realizing cycle 
highways. Show how it meets their demands by 
providing fact-based evidence.

• Solutions can never be collectively exhaustive and 
you will not be able to meet the demands of all 
relevant stakeholders. Cycle highways should not be 
fixed and definite in shape.



Developing and testing ideas

• The solution should be developed in such a way that it 
allows advocacy. It should be fully worked through and 
its intrinsic qualities defined in advance.

• The solution should be developed in such a way that it 
allows brokerage. Numerous stakeholders should  
adhere to the idea and it should leave room for 
negotiation and cooperation with those that have 
different ideas and interests.



Framing solutions and problems

• Think what you write on the package. Frame the 
problem and develop the narrative strategy in such a 
way that it fits the political and societal context.

• But also think of what is not written on the package. 
Be aware of the matters that are pushed from view –
both at the moment and in the future.


